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NALANDA PUBLIC SCHOOL
A Co-Educational Sr. Sec. School - Affiliated to C.B.S.E.

Class PNC to XII
"School For Excellence In SCIENCE."



‘NALANDA’ is an ultimate solution and platform of knowledge and noble
ideas. It is ideally situated & spread over a vast area in the serene & pollution
free area on outer skirt of Bareilly at the 3rd milestone from Pilibhit Bypass
Road, behind Rohilkhand University. Environment & climate plays an
important role in imparting education. In this respect school feels favoured
and blessed by the nature. It is a co-educational, English medium day school
provides quality education with holistic approach to all the children seeking
admission irrespective of their caste, creed, colour, language, religion, region
or economic background.
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NALANDA PUBLIC SCHOOL, Bareilly is a
vibrant learning School that encourages a
three way partnership Between Students,
Parents and the teachers. The strength Of That
partnership is reflected in the success Of our
students. More than educating it Edu cares.
Our Purpose to launch this school in Bareilly is
to expose the Young generation to the most
advanced methods of technology, groom their
innate talents and inculcate human values in
them. It prepares them to lead with example.

Word from Chairman

S.O.S.O.
VarshneyVarshney
ChairmanChairman

We teach students

to move towards

justice with joy

while building their

future.



The entire object of education is not merely to do the right
things, but love right things, not merely be pure that love
purity.
To me the very essence of education is concentration of
mind & not the collection of facts. True education is a
man’s passion to go forward from cocksure ignorance to
thoughtful wisdom. I feel proud and elated visualizing
NALANDA a source to aim at preparing students of ability
for positions of leadership and responsibilities in all walks
of life and also our greatest endeavor to install self-
confidence by inculcating in them the true sense of
excellence through highly advanced learning and teaching
methodology, equally assisted with subject- experts.
I welcome all student’s parents/guardians to share my
vision believing in our capabilities to forge ahead in our
mission to make their wards equipped well to face all the
challenges posed in an increasingly globalizing world
today.

Word from Manager

VishalVishal
VarshneyVarshney
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We teach students

to move towards

justice with joy

while building their

future.



The sense of inward feeling of selfless service to manking
has got zenith of Godly character. Having been inspired
through this power of my vision, it took no time to put my
efforts, energy and commitment to create NALANDA
PUBLIC SCHOOL.
To me ideal education is one where you do not have to
make choices, choice between performance in board
and competitive exams, choice between academics and
co- curricular activities, choice between education and
being stressed by it. NALANDA provides education with
a holistic approach towards  teaching and developing
learning skills among students ensuring they wont need
any sort of coaching/tuition to support studies.
I feel proud to announce that NALANDA PUBLIC SCHOOL
prepares honest, truthful and conscious citizens who can
attain leadership positions and also be conscious of their
responsibilities towards the society and the nation. 

We are the shapers

of great minds and

honorable values.

Word from Director

Vipul GovilVipul Govil
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Every child is like a seed which has the
potential to grow if it is nourished
with love and care under the right guidance.
In the current challenging
times it is essential that children should not
only excel in academics but
should also develop courtesy, discipline, smart
personality, social sensitivity and be
imbibed with the traditional values and culture
of our country. Childhood is the best time to
lay the foundation of the core values essential
for the overall development of the future
citizen of tomorrow.

Word from Director

OmendraOmendra
YYadavadav

M.scM.sc

We teach students

to move towards

justice with joy

while building their

future.



“Education’s purpose

is to replace an

empty mind with an

open one.”

Mission

Vision

To offer value based education- affordable, accessible and equitable.
To make students recognize the importance of Science in regular life.
To develop scientific temper and cater to the Scientific civilization.
To impart quality science education of international standard and imbibe
skills and knowledge in the students to face the challenges of their future
life.

NALANDA PUBLIC SCHOOL is anchored in the concept of Science education.
Empowerment of students through the knowledge of Science will enable the
school to visualize the dream of Dr. A. P. J. Abdul Kalam:
“Knowledge is capital and the country should capitalize on it. The culture
heritage of the country coupled with modern development could make it a
superpower.”



School, being exceptionally blessed with rewarding meritocracy of its
crew- faculty members, is committed to promoting and rewarding
excellence among students of NALANDA PUBLIC SCHOOL.
School has constituted a core- group of highly alert erudite faculty for
renewal of curriculum wherein the member of faculty are motivated to
refurnish their professional competence through active interaction at
seminars, workshops, orientation programmes & self- study to keep
them updated on the latest trends of education.
The teaching methodology in NALANDA is such that student not only
excel in their school exams but also in national level competitive
exams like NTSE, SCIENCE OLYMPIAD & various pre engineering and
pre medical exams.

“The goal of

education is the

advancement of

knowledge and the

dissemination of

truth.”

Academic/ Curriculam



“A child without

education is like a

bird without wings.”

Co- curricular Activities
Academic excellence is ofcourse as first & foremost need of students but at the same
time overall purpose of education is all round development of personality of a child.
NALANDA is highly ambitious and have lavishly arranged and designed infrastructure
conductive to nurture inherent talents of children through manifold activities in routine
viz elocution, debate impromptu, extempore- speech, calligraphy, quiz-competition,
creative writing etc.

NALANDA, apart from academics, provides enough opportunities to develop
physically sound, mentally strong and alert, emotionally balanced children
through regular & periodic classes conducted for yoga/ meditation Karate
aerobics and other sport activities i.e. Athletics, Gymnastic, Table- Tennis,
Badminton, Cricket, Basket-Ball, Volleyball, Kho-kho & Material Art etc. To
ensure the optimum competency among the students in above activities, it is
mandatory for all the students to participate in maximum activities.

Extra Curricular Activities 



“Education is the

most powerful

weapon which you

can use to change the

world.”

Computer Lab/ Multi-media/ E-Learning

Library
NALANDA, has a big and well equipped library. It has at present over 2500
books on different themes/topics. We are subscribing a good number of
periodicals, journals, encyclopedias, daily newspapers etc. Special emphasis
is laid on encouraging students to spent time for making them selves updated &
aware of what is happening around. To meet out urgent queries & search,
school has provided access to internet facility in the library itself.

Toady, when we talk about education, it is flawless to say that digital world has
necessitated the frequent use of computer to make learning process more comfortable
right from the lower preparatory of higher classes. NALANDA uses “Smart Class”
method which brings life to abstract and different curriculum concepts thus making
learning an enjoyable experience for students. This method enable teachers to use
digital resources such as graphics, animation, 3D images and video clips in addition
to chalk and talk methods of teaching.



“Intelligence plus

character — that is

the goal of true

education.”

Parents- Teacher Meet

Evaluation & Schedule of Examination

School periodically organizes parents- teacher meet preferably on last Saturday of
every month. Parents are keenly expected to remain present on occasion to discuss
their ward with the teachers. Such meetings enable parents and teacher to have
scrupulous scrutiny of the ward’s achievements or failures in both scholastic and non-
scholastic aspects and also help duo to unfold ideas to bring excellence all-round.

Evaluation is a fundamental part of learning process. An effective evaluation system
promotes learning and improves the quality of education. We therefore, follow the system
of continuous evaluation which of course, is comprehensive & learning oriented.
School observes the following schedule of examination:
*First Unit Test    *first Terminal Exam   *Second Unit Test   *Mid Term Exam  *Final
Exam. The grades and marks obtained by the students in the above tests and exams
finally determine the promotion to the next higher class at the end of session. Minimum
40% in all subjects must be attained for promotion.



“Education is not

preparation for life;

education is life

itself.”

Career Guidance and couselling

Incentives

In this world of tremendous competition and ever widening career opportunities,
students as well as parents have difficult time in making correct career choices and
decisions. School holds special under supervision of subject experts for career guidance
especially for students of IX and XI. In these sessions students are supposed to qualify
career oriented aptitude test especially designed to determine  their future prospects.
These sessions also offer them valued guidance and counselling to sharpen their
learning skills.  

School feels proud to institute good incentives to encourage & mark the students for
participation & excel in various scholastic & non scholastic events through out the session  
*Champion Trophy/Shield in CCA.  *Champion Trophy/Shield in Games and Sports.  
*Trophy/Shield for each hobby club activity.  *Certificate of merit and prizes to the first
three position holders in each class in academics.
*Certificate and prizes on outstanding performance in exhibition, science, any inter-
school/inter-state or any National competitions.



Admission Procedure
Parents seeking admission for their wards should get the registration
form along with prospectus on payment of non- refundable
Admission fee. 
Registration candidates are subjected to a written test in Hindi,
English, Mathematics. The parents of the selected candidates are
required to submit requisite fee (as shown in fee structure
separately) for admission and fulfill all others admission formalities
within seven days of declaration of the merit list for admission to
school. 

“The aim of

education is the

knowledge, not of

facts, but of values.”



Discipline
Childhood is right time to learn certain rules that will help them to grow into
mature adults. School lays great stress on both discipline and behavior of all
students. Breach of school rules amounts to disciplinary action. Students are
expected to be punctual, regular, courteous, righteous and obedient both
inside and outside school.
A sincere endeavor is  made to inculcate in students a sense of belonging to
the institution and behavior that distinguishes them in society. 

Transport Facility
An effective & disciplined transport system is ready to commute students to and
fro.

We teach, model, and

encourage a love of

learning,

collaboration, and

compassion for

others.



Every students is expected to have 100% attendance. In case of illness or
absence due to unavoidable reason, parents are expected to submit a formal
leave application. Minimum attendance of 90% of the total working days is
required during the academic session to appear in final examination.

1.

The name of student who is running absent for more than 15 days shall
automatically be struck off from the class- roll. Re-admission procedure is to be
sought by sought by the parents in such circumstance. The student shall be
removed by the school authority without any prior notice to the parent on gross
indiscipline of indulgence in any act of drug abuse, sexual abuse, violence, non
co-operation, dis-obedience, constant weakness and negligence of studies.

2.

Strictly no cash, valuables and mobiles are allowed in school. In case of girls no
undue ostentation is encouraged in school.

3.

The parents and guardians are not allowed to see their ward or interview teacher
and strictly punishable.

4.

Frequent truancy may amount to the student’s expulsion from the school.5.

General Rules

We Prepare Students

For Success In A

Changing World
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ENQUIRE NOWENQUIRE NOW +91-82734-40830
Dohra Road, 3Km. From Pilibhit Bypass Road, Bareilly.
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